THE 2X-FOLD PROPHETIC COUNTOWN
In the continued quest to keep watch and pray over our current disposition of time, those Followers of Christ are not without instruction. In this apparent time of waiting and watching, Titus 2 clearly instructs the Followers of Jesus on what to do. Thus pertaining to this possible time of watching and waiting, the purpose of this study is to only
depict 2 possible timelines that appear to have been initiated by the Great American Eclipse event that speak directly at a possible time of waiting and testing. One timeline will be based on a 33 day interval and the other will be based on a 40 day interval of time. Both timelines will be compared side by side since the solar eclipse of August 21,
2017. The reason why these 2 timelines could be significant and perhaps still prophetic is that the solar eclipse might have been and is an initiation of a countdown. In the continued quest to keep watch and pray over our current disposition of time, those Followers of Christ are not without instruction. In this apparent time of waiting and
watching, Titus 2 clearly instructs the Followers of Jesus on what to do. Thus pertaining to this possible time of watching and waiting, the purpose of this study is to only depict 2 possible timelines that appear to have been initiated by the Great American Eclipse event that speak directly at a possible time of waiting and testing. One timeline
will be based on a 33 day interval and the other will be based on a 40 day interval of time. Both timelines will be compared side by side since the solar eclipse of August 21, 2017. The reason why these 2 timelines could be significant and perhaps still prophetic is that the solar eclipse might have been and is an initiation of a countdown.
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The clue is in the day intervals that clearly established the 1st of the 3
segments of time to make a complete whole or completion of a time as 1/3
+ 1/3 + 1/3 = 1 and 40 + 40 + 40 = 120. Those that study End Times and
Biblical numbers will recognize the spiritual significance of such time
intervals. However what will come about is pure speculation at this point.
What this study only seeks to present is a ‘snapshot’ of the astronomical
nexus points of time that the 2 timelines based on the day counts of 33 and
40 converge appear to depict astronomically. The aim is to only provide at
possible astronomical countdown based on the pattern already initiated
perhaps. What the end result will be or translate into a socio-politicalreligious outcome remains to be ascertained.
Again, like the 1st 33 day interval of time, the 2nd 40 day interval of time
was apparently defined by the Creator in pegging that specific eclipse to 1
of His Fall Feasts. It was well understood that the Great American Eclipse
that occurred on August 21 occurred on Elul 1 on the Jewish calendar.
Thus, the 40 day countdown coincided with the Feast of Yom Kippur on
the sunset of September 29, 2017. As researchers and Watchers took note
of this amazing synchronization of time based on the signs of the Sun,
Moon and the Stars, literally, the focus was just on that 1st segment of
the 40 days. This study is presenting the possible inference that like the
33 day count, could there have been, is there a corresponding 40 day
segment that is yet to complete or will complete a whole of time?

Perhaps it may be the case that the LORD was given, is given such a timeline that is yet to be fully
realized. Given the day templates, will it nonetheless be prophetic in nature? Will such nexus of day
intervals translate to something concrete here on Earth and more importantly to the Body of Christ
prophetically all over the world? Questions remain for sure.
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MARS
God of War

Vatican ‘Sphere within a Sphere’
There is the primary notion of the 120 Jubilee Year Cycle and a list of numerous prophetic nuances and associations.
For example, Moses was 120 year when he got to the edge of the Promised Land to only see it from afar. According
to BibleStudy.com on the meaning of Biblical number, 120 can symbolize a divinely appointed time of waiting. The
number is found in Exodus and in the Upper Room when the Disciples gathered to replace Judas, etc. The number 40
generally symbolizes a period of testing, trial or probation. Perhaps this time of waiting and testing is what the LORD
is currently doing to this Last Generation.
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The only observation that is evident is that as
the 40 day time interval began with the Sun in
the total eclipse and this 120 time of ‘testing
and waiting’ ends with an event that pertains
to the Sun. Suffice to say that those who study
the Sun, Moon and the Stars realize the true
significance of Mars that it is the ‘Planet of
War’. One cannot really go beyond that other
than, again to point out that based on the
solar eclipse of August 21, 2017 that most
would agree was and is prophetic, the near
signaling of war in some form or another is
duly noted

The ‘Scared Planet’

?

Valles Marineris is as big as the USA and eerily approximates
the path of Totality of the Great American Eclipse

